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About This Content

Chaos Dwarfs are the twisted descendants of Dwarf explorers who have been terribly affected by the forces of Chaos, turning
them into evil, self-centered creatures. In one way they haven’t changed at all, they still love playing Blood Bowl! They are

joined by the legendary star-player Zzharg Madeye.

The Chaos Dwarfs are defence-oriented team, benefiting from the great velocity of their bull centaur retrievers and from a very
powerful front line that can endure (and apply) a lot of pressure. Also, one of their strongest characteristics is that powerful

players, like bull centaurs, unlock their powerful skills very quickly.

The main weakness of the Chaos Dwarfs stands in their poor ball-handling skills. Indeed, due to their tiny size and low agility,
they have to rely on hobgoblins in order to push the game forward. Hobgoblins are quite agile, but are also very prone to getting

crushed by any opponent.
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How can you not get this?. This a primarily defensive team. The Goblin animations are fun and having a wide mix of characters
Mino, Bull Centaurs, Dwarves and Goblins makes the team play a lot more like the undead. The CD are more about board
control and movement than the Stomp and Run of other Non-Chaos Dwarf teams. I'm a Chaos player and its a nice change from
the standard Chaos team the game comes with. Having the Dwarves with access to mutations on doubles is a big step up from
the original re-iteration of the game when they didn't. Not a great team, but farm from terrible. A solid beginner team and those
for lovers of chaos.. great team for begginers, easy to replace gobbos , dwarves and CENTAURS!!. The Team is Great to play
with, love the Chaos Dwarfs as the team I enjoy the most. And just for the Lore in warhammer.

The Down Side is no big hats however They are still Chaos Dwarfs. And who could not Forget the Hobgoblins.

The HobGoblins have the Big hats which is werid because I think they stole them from the Dwarfs and the Dwarfs are like
"Where is my hat Slave!" But in short you will have fun with this DLC. Its Green Skins that are HobGoblins and Chaos Dwarfs
which is a Dwarf working togather to make the world a better place in slavely.

10\/10.. To anyone curious of how different Chaos Dwarves are to normal Dwarves: These Dwarves play more aggressively than
the slower default stunties we know and love\/hate. Chaos Dwarf Blockers work as the usual Dwarf Longbeards in terms of
skills and stats. In a adidtion, Hobgoblins and Bull Centaurs are employed in this team to be the more mobile units for the team
to actually score with. Hobgoblins are (in my opinion) the most essential to score in the team because THEY CAN ACTUALLY
PICK UP THE BALL WITH EASE! overall, this team is one of the more anticipated ones to be released for me as I love me
some bashy teams! Nuffle Bless your blocking dice everyone!. the game is bad.. Chaos Dwarfs don't have big hats 0\/10

Horribly lazy DLC. Sure, Chaos Dwarfs are fun - but the Dwarfs themself are just very lightly reskinned version of the regular
Dwarfs already in game. And their Minotaur is exactly the same. They don't have their iconic armor, hats, or look. Really
disappointing. At least the Hobgoblins look cool..

Note: this is what Chaos Dwarfs SHOULD look like: http:\/\/www.coolminiornot.com\/pics\/pics6\/img404bf0254b9f7.jpg
http:\/\/miniset.net\/files\/set\/gw-99110999038.jpg

But they chose to half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it and just reuse the model for the Dwarfs already in game, but with
different beards. Disappointing.. Dwarves and Chaos. This combination even sounds very deadly.... Short, hairy psychopaths
with bad breath teamed with 1000-pound ugly cows who can't wait to jump on you. It's the closest thing we'll get to a TOWIE
Blood Bowl team, so what's not to love?
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